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General Relativity - Part I

(Einstein 1915)



(Einstein 1915)

• Gravitational attraction arises because spacetime 
is curved.

• The geometry of spacetime is determined by the 
matter distribution.

General Relativity - Part I



General Relativity - Part I

• 
. 

Ueber 

die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen. 
V.n 

B. Riemann. 

An. dem X""hlaa dtAI Verfaslilrll mitgetheilt durcb R. 

Plan der 

Bekanntlich setzt die Geometrie sowohl den Begriff des Raumes , als 
die ersten Grundbegriffe für die Constructionen im Raume als etwas 
Gegebenes voraus. Sie gicht von ihnen nur Nominaldefinitionen, wäh-
rend die wesentlichen Bestimmungen in Form von Axiomen auftreten. 
Das Verhältniss dieser Voraussetzungen bleibt dabei im .Dunkeln ; man,. 
sieht weder ein, ob und in wie weit ihre Verbindung nothwendlg , noch 

• apriori, ob sie möglwh ist. 
Diese Dunkelheit wurde auch von Euklid bis auf Legendre, 

um den berühmtesten neueren Bearbeiter der Geometrie zu nennen , 
weder von den Mathematikern, noch VOll den Philosophen , welche sich 
damit beschäftigten , gehoben. Es hatte dies seinen Grund wobl darin. 
-dass der allgemeine DcgIi:1f mehrfach ausgedehnter Grössen. unter wel-
chem die Raumgrossen enthalten sind. ganz unbeazbeitet blieb. Ich 
habe mir daher zunächst die Aufgabe gestellt. den Begriff einer mehrfach 
ausgt'dehuten Grösse aus allgemeinen ' Grössenbegriffen zu construiren. 
Es wird daraus hervorgehen. dass eine mehrfach ausgedehnte Grösse Vef-

1) Diese Abhandlung ist am 10. Juni IBM von dem Verfasser bei dem zum 
Zweck seiner Habilitation veranstalteten Colloquium mit der FacuU.it . . 
zn Göttingen vorgelesen worden. Hieraus erklärt sich die Form der DarsteU1;UlS, 

welcher . die analytischen Untersuchungen nur angedeut;t werden konnten; in 
einelll." besOnderen Aufsatze gedenke ich demnächst auf ilieselben zurüekzukommen. 

Braumtl'.hweig, im Juli 1867. R. Dedel:;ind: 

• 

• 

http://gdz.sub.uni-goettingen.de/dms/load/img/?PPN=GDZPPN002019213&IDDOC=35634

(Riemann 1854)

The geometry of space is 
encoded by the line element

ds2 =
�

ij

gijdx
idxj ≡ gijdx

idxj
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The geometry of spacetime is 
encoded by the line element
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The geometry of spacetime is 
encoded by the line element
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At          :        ds2 = a21d�x
2t = t1 ds2 = a21d�x
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ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)d�x2
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Currently all data is consistent with a flat universe

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)d�x2

More generally

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)

�
d�x2 +K

�x · d�x
1−K�x2

�

K =






1

−1

0

closed
open
flat
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The geometry of our universe is thus 
encoded by the “scale factor”      .a(t)



General Relativity - Part I

In a spatially flat universe, physical quantities are 
independent of its normalization:

redshift

The geometry of our universe is thus 
encoded by the “scale factor”      .

a(t)

a(t0)
=

1

1 + z

a(t)
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In a spatially flat universe, physical quantities are 
independent of its normalization:

redshift

expansion or Hubble rate

The geometry of our universe is thus 
encoded by the “scale factor”      .

a(t)

a(t0)
=

1

1 + z

a(t)

H(t) ≡ ȧ(t)

a(t)
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In general relativity the dynamics of the metric is 
determined by the Einstein equations

Rµν − 1

2
gµνR− gµνΛ = 8πGTµν

with

Γρ
µν =

1

2
gρσ

�
∂gσµ
∂xν

+
∂gσν
∂xµ

− ∂gµν
∂xσ

�

and stress tensor Tµν

R = gµνRµνRµν =
∂Γρ

µν

∂xρ
−

∂Γρ
ρµ

∂xν
+ Γρ

µνΓ
σ
ρσ − Γρ

µσΓ
σ
νρ



S =
1

16πG

�
d4x

√
−g(R− 2Λ) + Smatter + . . .

Just as an aside and without proof:

General Relativity - Part I

Any theory that contains a massless spin-2 particle 
will at low energies/long distances be of the form

S =
1

16πG

�
d4x

√
−g(R− 2Λ) + Smatter

These follow from the Einstein-Hilbert action

higher derivative corrections
negligible at long distances



General Relativity - Part I

For the homogeneous and isotropic FLRW universe
and stress tensor the Einstein equations become

H
2 =

8πG

3
ρ

3H2 + 2Ḣ = −8πGp

(00)

(ij)

These imply a conservation equation

ρ̇+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0

for             , we have  p = wρ ρ(t) = ρ(t0)

�
a(t0)

a(t)

�3(1+w)
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H
2 =

8πG

3
(ρM + ρR + ρΛ)

ρM = ΩMρcrit,0
�a0
a

�3

ρR = ΩRρcrit,0
�a0
a

�4

ρΛ = ΩΛρcrit,0

p = 0

p =
1

3
ρ

p = −ρ

(         )

(            )

(            )

For a situation with more than one component

with

matter

radiation

cosmological
constant
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The motion of particles is governed by the action

S = −m

�
dτ

�
−gµν ẋµẋν

It leads to
d2xµ

dτ
+ Γµ

νρ
dxν

dτ

dxρ

dτ
= 0

d

dt

dx
i

dτ
+ 2H

dx
i

dτ
= 0

dxi

dτ
∝ 1

a(t)2

In the FLRW universe

or
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The momentum of a particle the behaves as

p = m

�
gij

dxi

dτ

dxj

dτ
∝ 1

a(t)

This remains true for massless particles

A particle emitted at time   with momentum   is 
redshifted to     

t p

p0 = p
a(t)

a(t0)
=

p

1 + z
today.



Prediction of the CMB

What is the origin of chemical elements and how can
one explain their relative abundances?

Extrapolating the expansion rate backwards to 
energy densities necessary for element formation,
Gamow in 1946 writes: 

LETTE RS TO THE EDITOR

The above conclusion finds a strong support in the study
of the expansion process itself. According to the general
theory of expanding universe, ' the time dependence of any
linear dimension l in it is given by the formula

where G is the Newton constant, p the mean density, and
R (real or imaginary) a constant describing the curvature
of space. It may be noticed that the above expression
represents a relativistic analog of the familiar classical
formula

4xl3 Gv= 2 ~ p ——2E3
for the inertial expansion-velocity of a gravitating dust
sphere with the total energy Z per unit mass. The imagi-
nary and real values of R correspond to an unlimitecf
expansion (in case of superescape velocity), and to the
expansion which will be ultimately turned into a contrac-
tion by the forces of gravity (subescape velocity). To use
some definite numbers, let us consider in the present state
of the universe (considered as quite uniform) a cube
containing, say, 1 g of matter. Since the present mean
density of the universe is pP„„&=10~ g/em', the side
of our cube will be: l»eent —10"cm. According to Hubble, '
the present expansion-rate of the universe is 1.8X10 "
cm/sec. per cm, so that {dl/dt)Pre. ent, =j..8X10 ' cm/sec.
Substituting the numerical values in (1) we obtain

1.8X10 '= (5.7X10 "—C'/E. ')&, (3)
showing that at the present stage of expansion the first
term under the radical (corresponding to the potential
energy of gravity) is negligibly small as compared with the
second one. For the numerical value of the (constant)
radius of curvature we get from {3):8=1.7X10"4—1 cm
or about 0.2 imaginary light year.
In the past history of the universe, when l was consider-

ably smaller, and p correspondingly larger, the first term
in (1) was playing an important role corresponding physi-
cally to the slowing-down e6'ect of gravity on the original
expansion. The transition from the slowed down to the
free expansion took place at the epoch when the two terms
were comparable, i.e., when l was about one thousandth
of its present value. At this epoch the gravitational
clustering of rnatter into stars, stellar clusters, and galaxies,
probably must have taken place. ~
Applying our formula {2)with C'/R'= —3.3X10 i4 to

the earlier epoch when the average density of masses in
the universe was of the order of 10' gjcm' (as required by
the conditions for the formation of elements), we find that
at that time l—10 ~ cm, and dl/dt —0.01 cm/sec. This
means that at the epoch mhen the mean density of the universe
mas of the order of Ne g/cms, tke expansion must have been
proceeding at suck a high rate, that this high density mas
reduced by an order of magnitude in only about one second.
It goes without saying that one must be very careful in
extrapolating the expansion formula to such an early epoch,
but, on the other hand, this formula represents nothing
more than the statement of the law of conservation of

energy in the inertial expansion against the forces of
gravity.
Returning to our problem of the formation of elements,

we see that the conditions necessary for rapid nuclear
reactions mere existing only for a very short time, so that it
may be quite dangerous to speak about an equilibrium-
state which must have been established during this period.
It is also interesting to notice that the calculated time-
period during which rapid nuclear transformations could
have taken place is considerably shorter than the P-decay
period of free neutrons which is presumably of the order
of magnitude of one hour. Thus if free neutrons were
present in large quantities in the beginning of the expan-
sion, the mean density and temperature of expanding
matter must have dropped to comparatively low values
before these neutrons had time to turn into protons. We
can anticipate that neutrons forming. this comparatively
cold cloud were gradually coagulating into larger and
larger neutral complexes which later turned into various
atomic species by subsequent processes of P-emission.
From this point of view the decrease of relative abundance
along the natural sequence of elements must be understood
as being caused by the longer time which was required for
the formation of heavy neutronic complexes by the
successive processes of radiative capture. The present high
abundance of hydrogen must have resulted from the
competition between the p-decay of original neutrons
which was turning them into inactive protons, and the
coagulation-process through which these neutrons were
being incorporated into heavier nuclear units.
It is hoped that the further more detailed development

of the ideas presented above will permit us to understand
the observed abundance-curve of chemical elements giving
at the same time valuable information concerning the
early stages of the expanding universe.

1 v. Weizshcker, Physik. Zeits. 39, 633 (1938).
z Chandrasekhar and Henrich. Astrophys. J. 95, 288 (1942).' G. Wataghin, Phys. Rev. 66, 149 (1944).
4 Goldschmidt, Vertei7ung der clemente (Oslo, 1938).
5 R. Tolman, Relativity, Thermodynamics and Cosmology (Oxford

Press, New York. 1934).
e Hubble, The Realm of the !bt4lae (Vale University Press, New

Haven, 1936).' G. Gamow and E. Teller. Phys. Rev. 55, 654 (1939).

The Problem of Quantization of Higher
Order Equations

GEORGE RAYSKI
Institute of Theoretical Mechanics, University of Warsaw,

Warsaw, Poland
June 29, 1946

S UPPOSE there is given a function L depending on a
field function P(x) and its first and second derivatives:

L(4, 4~t, 0~) ~.).
This may be regarded as the generalized Lagrangian
function. Ke may require, as usual

aJLdx=0.
By introducing variations which vanish together with
their derivatives on the surface Sof the integration volume

casting doubt on the previously held idea that the 
chemical elements formed in an equilibrium process.



Prediction of the CMB

Based on this observation, Alpher, Bethe, Gamow in 1948 
propose that elements formed by neutron capture
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~in physics may be secured by addressing them to this
department. The closing date for this department is five ueeks
prior to the date ofissue. ! proof a@ill be sent to the authors.
The Board of Editors does not hold itself responsible for the
opinions expressed by the correspondents. Communications
should not exceed 600 words in length.

The Origin of Chemical Elements
R. A. ALPHER+

Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins Un&rersity,
Silver Spring, Maryland

AND

H. BETHE
Cornell University, Ithaca, %em York

G. GAMow
The George Washington University, 8'ashington, D. C.

February 18, 1948

A S pointed out by one of us, ' various nuclear species
must have originated not as the result of an equilib-

rium corresponding to a certain temperature and density,
but rather as a consequence of a continuous building-up
process arrested by a rapid expansion and cooling of the
primordial matter. According to this picture, we must
imagine the early stage of matter as a highly compressed
neutron gas (overheated neutral nuclear Quid) which
started decaying into protons and electrons when the gas
pressure fell down as the result of universal expansion. The
radiative capture of the still remaining neutrons by the
newly formed protons must have led first to the formation
of deuterium nuclei, and the subsequent neutron captures
resulted in the building up of heavier and heavier nuclei. It
must be remembered that, due to the comparatively short
time allowed for this procgss, ' the building up of heavier
nuclei must have proceeded just above the upper fringe of
the stable elements (short-lived Fermi elements), and the
present frequency distribution of various atomic species
was attained only somewhat later as the result of adjust-
ment of their electric charges by P-decay.
Thus the observed slope of the abundance curve must

not be related to the temperature of the original neutron
gas, but rather to the time period permitted by the expan-
sion process. Also, the individual abundances of various
nuclear species must depend not so much on their intrinsic
stabilities (mass defects) as on the values of their neutron
capture cross sections. The equations governing such a
building-up process apparently can be written in the form:

We may remark at first that the building-up process was
apparently completed when the temperature of the neutron
gas was still rather high, since otherwise the observed
abundances would have been strongly affected by the
resonances in the region of the slow neutrons. According to
Hughes, 2 the neutron capture cross sections of various
elements (for neutron energies of about 1 Mev) increase
exponentially with atomic number halfway up the periodic
system, remaining approximately constant for heavier
elements.
Using these cross sections, one finds by integrating

Eqs. (1)as shown in Fig. 1 that the relative abundances of
various nuclear species decrease rapidly for the lighter
elements and remain approximately constant for the ele-
ments heavier than silver. In order to fit the calculated
curve with the observed abundances' it is necessary to
assume thy integral of p„dt during the building-up period is
equal to 5X104 g sec./cm'.
On the other hand, according to the relativistic theory of

the expanding universe4 the density dependence on time is
given by p—10'/t~. Since the integral of this expression
diverges at t =0, it is necessary to assume that the building-
up process began at a certain time to, satisfying the
relation:

J (10'jt')dt =5X104,
&0

(2)

CAt ClMlKO

-2

which gives us to=20 sec. and p0=2.5)&105g sec./cm'. This
result may have two meanings: (a) for the higher densities
existing prior to that time the temperature of the neutron
gas was so high that no aggregation was taking place, (b)
the density of the universe never exceeded the value
2.5 )& 10' g sec./cm' which can possibly be understood if we

lsd—=f(t)(;,n; —;n;) i=1,2," 238 '0 /50 BO

where n; and a;. are the relative numbers and capture cross
sections for the nuclei of atomic weight i, and where f(t) is a
factor characterizing the decrease of the density with time.

803

Fio. 1.
Log of relative abundance

Atomic weight

With cross sections, and assuming all elements are 
created through this process, one can fit the observed 
abundances to determine

t1�

t0

nndt

ρn = mnn

t1�

t0

ρndtor equivalently using
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Alpher, Bethe, Gamow give a value that is wrong 
(by 10 orders of magnitude)
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Alpher corrected the mistake in 1948, and finds
t1�

t0

nndt = 0.81× 1018
s

cm3

using this procedure.

If the universe were only filled with nucleons at this time, 
one would have

ρ =
3H2

8πG
=

1

6πGt2
withnn ≈ ρe−t/τn

mn
t1�

t0

nndt =

t1�

t0

e−t/τn

6πGmnt2
and
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Assuming the process takes a time comparable to the 
neutron lifetime, the observed abundances imply a start 
time

t0 ≈ 104s � τn

The universe would consist of only hydrogen!

As Alpher points out, a hot big bang in which the universe 
is filled with black body radiation in addition to matter at 
the time of element formation provides a way out.



Prediction of the CMB

A flaw with these estimates is that the gap at 
A=5,8 implies that the heavy elements cannot be 
formed by neutron capture in the early universe.

Gamow 1948 provides an alternative estimate that 
is on the right track.

Before heavy elements can form, deuterium must 
form.

nn,pσnv ∼ H



Prediction of the CMB

nnt ∼
1

σnv
∼ 1020

s

cm3

σn ∼ 4× 10−29cm2

v ∼ 109cm/s

with the known capture cross section for fast 
neutrons on hydrogen

and velocity

this implies

In a matter dominated universe this again implies a 
start time 

t0 ≈ 104s � τn

and a universe filled only with hydrogen.



Prediction of the CMB

Based on this both Alpher and Gamow consider a 
hot big bang with a universe dominated by black 
radiation at early times.

An estimate of the temperature of this radiation 
today is also given
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time for the element forming process. Equations
(11) have not yet been solved but are given to
illustrate the singularity. So far as we know, any
formulation of a theory of element building which
includes the type of cosmology discussed mill reHect
these same difficulties.
In what follows we continue the discussion of the

physical conditions employed in the solutions of
the relativistic energy equation. The mean density
of matter in the universe at the present time has
been determined by Hubble" to be

T= P(32+Ga)/(3c') ]—lt—l'K
=1.52)&10'ot-'*'K. (13a)

The density of radiation, p„, may be found from
p„= (a/c') T4, or

expansion alone. However, the thermal energy
resulting from the nuclear energy production in
stars would increase this value.
Since we have p, ))p ~ at early time the energy

relation given in Eq. (6) may be integrated in a
simpler form, with the result

p„=10 "g/cm'. (12a) p„=4.48X10't ' g/cm'. (13b)
An estimate of the density of matter, p, prevailing
at the start of the period of element formation is
obtained by integration of the equations for the
neutron capture theory of the formation of the
elements. Integrations in which neutron decay is
explicitly included, but in which the expansion of
the universe is not included, yield a matter density of
5X10 ' g/cm'. Preliminary investigations of the
equations, including the universal expansion, indi-
cate that this density should be increased by a factor
roughly of the order of 100 in order that one may
correctlydetermine the relative abundance of the ele-
ments with the universal expansion taken into ac-
count. In fact, we have numerically integrated for
the light elements the complete equations (see Eqs.
(11))with an "initial" density about 100 times the
density used in obtaining solutions without the
universal expansion. v We find that the above factor
of 100 is roughly what might be required. Ac-
cordingly, we have taken

p„—10 ' g/cm'. (12b)

These expressions for T and p, at early time are the
consequence of the assumption of an adiabatic
universe filled with blackbody radiation. I t can
also be shown that with the densities chosen in
Eq. (12) we have for early time

p~ = 1.70 &( 10 t ~ g/cm . (13c)
Using I and Io as already defined, we may determine
the constants A and 8 in Eq. (3).With the densities
discussed above we find A = 1 g and 8= 10' g cm.
These values of A and 8 fix the dependence of p
and p, on time through L(=l/lo). Using these
values of A and 8, we have computed I, p, p„,
and T. These quantities are plotted on a logarithmic
scale in Fig. 1. It should be noted in I'ig. 1 that
all the quantities plotted bear simple relationships
with the time to within several orders of magnitude
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As discussed elsewhere, "the temperature during
the element-forming process must have been of the
order of 10'—10'"K. This temperature is limited,
on the one hand, by photo-disintegration and
thermal dissociation of nuclei and, on the other
hand, by the lack of evidence in the relative
abundance data for resonance capture of neutrons.
For purposes of simplicity we have chosen

p„—1 g/cm', (12c)
which corresponds to T=0.6X10"K at the time
when the neutron capture process became impor-
tant.
In accordance with Eq. (4), the specification of

p ", p, and p„ fixes the present density of radia-
tion, p„". In fact, we find that the value of p„"
collsis'tellt with Eq. (4) is

p„i i—10 g/clll (12d)
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which corresponds to a temperature now of the
order of 5'K. This mean temperature for the uni-
verse is to be interpreted as the background tem-
perature which would result from the universal

FIG. 2. The time dependence of the proper distance I thedensities of matter and radiation, p, and p„as well as the
temperature, T, are shown for the case where p —10 30
g/cm3, p, =10 " g/cm', p =1.8X10 4 g/cm', and p„—1
g/cm3. )See Eq. (15).g
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Prediction of the CMB

In a hot big bang photons dissociate deuterons 

The beginning of nucleosynthesis takes place 
when photo-dissociation becomes inefficient 
enough for deuterons to capture additional 
neutrons.

p+ n ↔ d+ γ



Prediction of the CMB

The first careful study of the formation of light 
elements in a hot big bang was by Fermi and 
Turkevich (but not published).

R. A. ALPHER AND R. C. HERMAN

y and p~ the magnetic moments of neutron and pro-
ton in nuclear magnetons, and e and ~0 are the binding
energies of the singlet and virtual triplet states of the
deuteron. Equations (128) have been integrated with
a„(r=p) =1, arr(r=p) =0, and with the condition that
the 6nal concentration by weight of protons be 0.5,
since hydrogen constitutes about 50 percent by weight
of all matter. To obtain this final condition [7]one must
take a&= I. This integration yields for the density of
matter at 1 sec., 4.8X10 ' g/cm', which is in moder-
ately good agreement with the matter densities ob-
tained in other non-equilibrium calculations.
The non-equilibrium formation of the very light

elements in an expanding universe has been examined
in greater detail by Fermi and Turicevich. f All thermo-
nuclear reactions which are less endothermic than the
disintegration of the deuteron and which can go on
between neutrons (N), protons (H), deuterons (D),
tritons (T), He', and He' were considered, as well as
the radioactive decay of the neutron and triton. The
cosmological model chosen was that of a radiation
universe containing a relatively small quantity of
matter, for which the dependence of temperature on

C„„,= $0 't—& cm—'. (129)
This corresponds to an assumed matter density of
1.7X10 ' g/cm' at t=1 sec., or 5X10 ' g/cm' at

t=230 sec. LCompare Section EV(d)l. j
The 28 reactions considered in detail are listed in

Table XII. Examination of the reaction rates for the
nuclear processes listed connrmed that until 3—300 sec.
the only event of any importance was neutron decay.
The high temperature prevents the formation of an ap-
preciable concentration of deuterons, and the nuclei
past the deuteron must form through the deuteron,
since at the density and temperature under considera-
tion, many-body processes should not be important.
A starting time of 300 sec. was therefore selected for
the calculation. The initial relative concentrations of

time is given by Eq. (100), namely,
T=1.52X1010~ ~ 'K.

In this model, density or particle concentration varies
as t &, as shown by Eq. (101). Fermi and Turicevich
have assumed that the nucleon concentration was 10"
cm ' at 1 sec. , so that the nucleon concentration at
any 3 is

TasLa XII. Reaction rates. [The quantities or and os are defined in Eq. (130), I's is the temperature in units of 10 'K,
Ts= f52t from Eq. (100), and qp= f0 ' sec.s/2 cm

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
f8a
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Reaction

N= H+e
N+H=D+hv
N+D=T+hv
N+D=N+N+H
N+He'= He4+hv
N+He'= T+H
H+H=D+e+
H+D =He'+hv
H+D=H+H+N
H+T=He'+hv
H+T =He3+N
D+D =He4+hv
D+D=He'+N
D+D=H+T
D+T=He'+N
D+He =He4+H
D+He4 =Lis+hv
D+hv=H+N
T=Hes+e
T+T=He'+N+N
T+T=Hes+hv
T+Hes =He4+N+H
T+He'= He4+D
T+He'= Lis+hv
T+He'= Li'+hv
He'+He'= Bes+hv
He3+Hes =He4+H+H
He'+He'= Be7+hv

Specific reaction rates

10 'sec. '
6.6X10 P sec. '
2.0X10 sec. '
Negligible (see reaction 18)
10 ' sec. ' (estimated)
1.5X10 "sec. '
a1=2X10 6'; a2=3.16
a1=8.6Xfp~'; a2——3.48
Negligible (see reaction 18)
a =1.5X10-19; a =3.62
1.5X10 '5Xfp 66." & sec. '
a1=3.07X10 '6 a2=3.99
al =3.0X10-15' a2=3 99
a1=3.0X10 '5; a2=3.99
a1=5.0X10-" a2 ——4.24
a1= 1.5X10 ~; a2——6.72
a1=1.4X10 ' a2=6.96
59X102T /210- P/

1.8Xf0 ' sec. '
a1=2.6X10 ";a2=4.57
a1=2.6X10 ";a2——4.57
a1——1.5X10 '2. a2=7-24
al =1.0X10 16 a2=7.24
a1=3.1X10 " a2=7.24
a1=5.5X10 ".a2=7.56
a1=1.4X10 ";ap=11.49
a1=1.4X10 ";a2=11.49
a1= 1,7X10 9 a2= 12.01

Term in rate equations, Q,' [See Eq. (132)]

10 IxN
6.6X10 pq~NXHt-3/2

2.0X1~qpxNXDt 6/2

0
10 21qpxNXH, tt 3/2

1.5X10 "qpxNXH, st "'
7 QX f0-41q (x )2t-7/610-0. 692t

PX 10 22q x XDt 7/6 1Q P ~ 652t

0
5.3X10 qpxHXTt /61Q

1.5X10-"qpXHXTt /2fp-p 242t'

1 08X10 qp(xD) t / 10
1 1X10 qp(zD)2t / 1Q

X 1Q—1sqp(XD) 2t-7/sf 0-0.747t'
1.8X10 "qpx x t /10
3X10 14qpXDXH tt-7/sfp-1259t1/6

4.9Xf 7 qpxDXH, 4t 7'10 '""
Xf0+Is Dt 6 410 0 726

1.8X10 pxT

9 f X 1Q—15q (x )2t-7/61 Q-P.856t
9 f X1~1q (z )2t 7/610 0.856t

5,3X10 14qpXTXH st 7/61P

3.5X fQ 15qpxTXHest 7/sf@ 1356t

11X10"qpxTxH t 7/610 '»st
1.9X10 Pq XTxH,g '/610 ' ""
4.9X10 19qp(XHes)2t 7/sf/ 2 151

4 9X1Q—lsq (XH )2t—7/sf PM.151
6.0X10 qpXH sXH 4t 7 610 2'

a The photon concentration is included in the constant.

f. Ne are indebted to Drs. E. Fermi and A. Turkevich for their cooperation and communication of unpublished results. The authors
take the responsibility for the correctness of this transcription and interpretation of their m'ork,
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As in previous studies the universe was 
assumed to begin filled with neutrons. 

As mentioned by Gamow in 1949 and shown 
by Hayashi 

p+ e− ↔ n+ νe

maintain thermal equilibrium between n and p

n+ e+ ↔ p+ ν̄e
n ↔ p+ e− + ν̄e
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So we have

until 

become efficient, which occurs around                
or around three minutes after the hot big bang.

T ≈ 109K

nn

nN
=

exp(−t/τn)

1 + exp(∆m/T )
≈ 0.16 exp(−t/τn)

d+ d → 3
H + p

d+ d → 3
He+ n

d+ 3
H → 4

He+ n

d+ 3
He → 4

He+ p

YHe =
4nHe

4nHe + nH

= 2
nn

nN

≈ 0.26
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The predictions were largely forgotten for the 
next decade, likely because 

• it became clear that heavy elements could 
not have formed in this way 

• nucleosynthesis in stars became better 
understood and was able explain the heavy 
elements
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Prediction of the CMB

The irony perhaps is that there was evidence 
for radiation at a few K from 1941
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Prediction of the CMB

Hoyle 1964:

©          Nature Publishing Group1964©          Nature Publishing Group1964

Wagoner, Fowler, Hoyle 1966 began one of the 
first modern BBN computations

nucleosynthesis in stars can explain abundances of 
heavy elements, but not of helium



Discovery of the CMB

Dicke 1964:

Could a bounce set up a fireball, a universe filled with
hot and dense radiation left over and detectable today?



Dicke 1964:

Could a bounce set up a fireball, a universe filled with
hot and dense radiation left over and detectable today?

Jim Peebles working on the theory

Discovery of the CMB



Dicke 1964:

Could a bounce set up a fireball, a universe filled with
hot and dense radiation left over and detectable today?

Jim Peebles working on the theory

Roll and Wilkinson with the microwave radiometer

Discovery of the CMB



Meanwhile 30 miles away:

Discovery of the CMB

The 20 foot Horn-Reflector 

Penzias and Wilson are troubled by noise in 
their experiment



Penzias and Wilson are informed by Bernie 
Burke who is informed by Ken Turner of a talk 
given by Jim Peebles

Discovery of the CMB



Additional measurements are required to 
confirm the interpretation

Discovery of the CMB
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Table I. Potential energy of 0' for Yale potential.
Matrix element
First Second
order order Weight

State nl +I {MeV) (MeV) factor

Contribution
to the potential

energy
(Mev)

00
'S, 00
S 00
3si 00
Si 10
Sp QQ

'S, 00
Sp QQ

Sp 00
Sp 10
I' 01
3J'p 01
Pi 01
3P2 01
Dp 02
'D, 02
'D, 02
'D, 02

00 -2.02
01 -2.02
02 -2.02
10 -2.02
00 -0.66
00 -8.03
01 -8.03
02 -8.03
10 -8.03
00 -7.24
00 4.86
00 -1.63
00 2.70
00 -0.84
00 -0.50
00 1.08
00 -2.01
00 0.07

-6,98
—6 ~ 74
—6.53
-6.57
-6.97

~ ~ ~

3 -27.0
9 —78.8

15/2 —64.1
-12.9

2 -11.4
3 -24.1
9 72 03

15/2 -60.2
—12.0

2 —10.8
6 +24.2
6 -9.8
18 48.6
30 -25.2
15/2 -3.8

1.6
2
5 -5,0

0.2
Total = -337.8

about 6.5 MeV per particle after correcting
for the Coulomb energy and the center-of-mass

motion. Results of Hartree- Fock calculations
using the harmonic-oscillator basis will be re-
ported shortly as well as further calculational
details. We want to emphasize at this stage
that in the framework of our theory we have
already obtained reasonable values for the bind-
ing energy, spin-orbit splittings, and the P-
shell effective interaction.
We are grateful to Professor F. Villars for

stimulating discussions and comments during
this work and to M. Tomaselli for preliminary
calculations of the second-order terms,
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vided by the Atomic Energy Commission under Con-
tract No. AT(30-1}-2098.
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COSMIC BACKGROUND RADIATION AT 3.2 cm —SUPPORT FOR COSMIC BLACK-BODY RADIATION*

P. G. Rollt and David T. Wilkinson
Palmer Physical Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

(Received 27 January 1966}

Dicke et al. ' have suggested that the universe
may be filled with black-body radiation which
originated at a time when the matter and radi-
ation were in a hot, highly contracted, state
—the primordial fireball. As the universe ex-
panded, the cosmological red shift would have
cooled the cosmic black-body radiation to the
extent that one should now look for it in the
microwave band. Concurrent with this sugges-
tion, Penzias and Wilson' reported the discov-
ery of an excess background radiation at a, wave-
length of 7.35 cm. The measurement of the
spectrum of this new microwave background
provides a severe test of the cosmic black-body-
radiation hypothesis. This Letter reports a
measurement of the microwave background at
a wavelength of 3.2 cm; the flux found is that

which would be emitted by a black body at 3.0
+0.5 K. A more complete description of the
experiment will appear elsewhere.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the

instrument. It is a Dicke-type radiometer'
in which the receiver input is periodically switched
between a horn antenna and a reference source
(cold load). The output of the receiver at the
switching frequency is synchronously detect-
ed and recorded. The record is a measure
of the difference between the temperature of
the reference source and the apparent temper-
ature of the radiation collected by the antenna.
The horn antenna is shielded to exclude radi-
ation from the ground and has a main lobe half-
angle (10 dB down) of 10'. The cold-load ter-
mination is immersed in liquid helium to es-
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ic errors stem from inaccurate knowledge of
the wall radiation in the horn antenna and cold
load. The error quoted for THI, (see Table I)
is the estimated limit of error as a result of
uncertainties in the wall heating experiments
mentioned above. The estimated limits of er-
ror in TCL are based upon bench measurements
of the cold-load wall losses at room temper-
ature and at 77'K, and upon wall heating exper-
iments similar to those employed to measure
THL
The result of this experiment is shown in

Fig. 2 along with the results of Penzias and
Wilson. ' lt is seen that the measurements to
date of the microwave background are consis-
tent with a cosmic black-body radiation tem-
perature of 3'K. Also, the brightness of the
microwave background is about 100 times great-
er than that expected by extrapolating long-wave-
length measurements' of the galactic and ex-
tragalactic background. On the basis of the
measurements at 7.35- and 3.2-cm wavelength,
the spectral index (brightness = constx &+) of
the microwave background is found to be -2.4- e - -1.4. This should be compared with e
= -2.0 for black-body radiation in this wavelength
range, and with 0.5 ~ e ~ 1.0 for most nonther-
mal radio sources. '~' Thus the results of mea-
surements of the microwave background at wave-
lengths of 7.35 and 3.2 cm lend support to the
cosmic black-body radiation hypothesis and,
at the very least, indicate a new source of cos-
mic microwaves.
The proposed cosmic black-body radiation

is expected to be isotropic, and so TBG was
measured with the antenna pointing in various
directions along the +40' celestial parallel (see
column 3 in Table I). The results indicate that
TBG is the same in these directions to within
+10'%%uo. Isotropy measurements are continuing
at Princeton.
We would like to acknowledge many valuable

discussions with R. H. Dicke and P. J. E. Pee-
bles concerning the experimental and theoret-
ical aspects of this work.
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FIG. 2. Measurements to date of the microwave
background radiation. The galactic radio background is
extrapolated with a spectral index of n =0.5. This
figure due to P. J. E. Peebles.
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Spectrum of the CMB

At early times, (mostly)

nT (t)(ν)dν =
8πν2dν

exp (hν/kT (t))− 1

e− + γ → e− + γCompton scattering 

Double Compton scattering e− + γ → e− + γ + γ�

Bremsstrahlung

keep matter and radiation in thermal equilibrium 
and lead to a black body spectrum for the photons.

e− + p → e− + p+ γ



Spectrum of the CMB

At some point radiation no longer efficiently 
scatters off matter and thermal equilibrium is 
no longer maintained. 

So (why) do we expect to observe a black body 
spectrum today?

Consider an idealization: 

• All photons last scatter at same time
• Black body spectrum until last scattering
• Ignore processes that inject photons



nT (t)(ν)dν =

�
a(tL)

a(t)

�3

nT (tL) (νa(t)/a(tL)) d (νa(t)/a(tL))

nT (t)(ν)dν =
8πν2dν

exp (hν/kT (t))− 1

or

with 

For massless quanta the expansion preserves a black 
body distribution after last scattering

Or put differently, how does the expansion affect 
the spectrum

Spectrum of the CMB

T (t) = T (tL)
a(tL)

a(t)



This remains true if last scattering is not 
instantaneous provided scattering events around last 
scattering do not change the photon energies

Spectrum of the CMB

When does last scattering occur?

Photons will scatter efficiently as long as 

neσT c � H



Spectrum of the CMB

When does last scattering occur?

Photons will scatter efficiently as long as 

neσT c � H

If there were no recombination and

ne ≈ nb =
ρb,0
mp

�
a(t0)

a(t)

�3

this would happen at temperatures around 100K.

This remains true if last scattering is not 
instantaneous provided scattering events around last 
scattering do not change the photon energies



Spectrum of the CMB

In thermal equilibrium

ne = np

xe =
ne

np + n1s

When does (re)combination occur?

Neutrality implies               (after Helium recombination)             

n1s

nenp
=

�
mekT

2π�2

�−3/2

exp (B/kT )

1− xe

x2
e

= (1− YHe)nb

�
mekT

2π�2

�−3/2

exp (B/kT )

then satisfies the Saha equation

The free electron fraction



Spectrum of the CMB

In thermal equilibrium between 3000K and 4000K

When does (re)combination occur?
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Spectrum of the CMB

However, recombination occurs out of equilibrium

• photons emitted when electrons are captured 
into low lying energy levels ionize other atoms

• photons emitted in transitions from highly 
excited states to low lying states excite other 
atoms

• Ly-   photons excite other atoms from the 
ground state, making              recombination 
inefficient so that              is relevant 

α
2p → 1s

Peebles and independently Zel’dovich, Kurt, Sunyaev 
in 1968 derived

2s → 1s

dxe

dt
= −C [αnpxe − (1− xe)β exp(E12/kT )]



Spectrum of the CMB
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Including departures from equilibrium delay 
recombination



Spectrum of the CMB

Last scattering probability peaks near 3000K
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Spectrum of the CMB

below 105K

Thomson scattering can only modify the spectrum 
at temperatures above         , not around last 
scattering. 

105K

kT

me
neσT c < H

So photons last scatter around 3000K.
Is energy still exchanged efficiently then?

So the spectrum is preserved even if not all 
photons last scatter at the same instant.



Spectrum of the CMB

However, if a process injects photons around 
recombination, we expect small spectral distortionsRecombination Spectrum 7
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Figure 2. Cosmological recombination radiation from hydrogen and helium for 500-shell calculations. The different curves show individual contributions

(without feedback) as well as the total distortion with and without feedback processes. At low frequencies, free-free absorption becomes noticeable. The effect

is stronger for the contributions from helium due to the larger free-free optical depth before recombination ends at z � 10
3
. In total, some 6.1 γ are emitted per

hydrogen atom when all emission and feedback are included. Hydrogen alone contributes about 5.4 γ/NH and helium 0.7 γ/NH (� 8.9 γ/NHe).
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Figure 3. Helium feedback corrections to the H i bound-bound recombina-

tion radiation. The conductances were computed for nmax = 500. The main

features due to helium feedback are in good agreement with the 20-shell

calculations of Chluba & Sunyaev (2010).
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Figure 4. Helium feedback corrections to the He i bound-bound recombi-

nation radiation. The conductances were computed for nmax = 500. The

main features due to He ii feedback are in good agreement with the 20-shell

calculations of Chluba & Sunyaev (2010).
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Spectrum of the CMB

i.e. below

Above         energy is exchanged efficiently, but 
until when are photons efficiently produced?

105K

α

�
kT

me

�2

neσT c < H

Double Compton scattering is inefficient when

6× 106K

T > 6× 106K

So

black body

105K < T < 6× 106K µ -era

T < 105K y-era



Spectrum of the CMB
Potential distortions

(Andre et al. 2013)
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Spectrum of the CMB

Rather remarkably, potential small distortions 
may be detectable in future experiments

PRISM


